Synopsis
The Autodesk® Fusion 360™ Introduction to Parametric Modeling student guide provides you with an understanding of the parametric design philosophy using the Autodesk® Fusion 360™ software. Through a hands-on, practice-intensive curriculum, you will learn the key skills and knowledge required to design models using the Autodesk Fusion 360 software. Video Lessons This student guide references supporting online Video Lessons. Using any internet browser, you can watch and listen as subject-matter experts explain features and functions related to a particular student guide topic. One-year access to these Video Lessons is included with the purchase of this book, which includes instructions on how to register. Software Version As a cloud-based platform, updates are frequently available for the Autodesk Fusion 360 software. This student guide has been developed using software version: 2.0.2016. If you are using a version of the software later then version 2.0.2016, you might notice some slight variances between images and workflows in this student guide and the software that you are using. Topics Covered Understanding the Autodesk Fusion 360 interface Creating, constraining, and dimensioning 2D sketches Creating and editing solid 3D features Creating and using construction features Creating equations and working with parameters Manipulating the feature history of a design Duplicating geometry in a design Placing and constraining/connecting components in a single design file Defining motion in a multi-component design Creating components and features in a multi-component design
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Customer Reviews
Finally a good resource to learn Fusion 360 for a beginner in CAD. I have watched videos and read, but those teach you how to do x or y and are not a good way to learn how to go from a to z. This book, and videos, are fantastic for the beginner with CAD.

The book is an excellent resource for "older" students who find value in a hard-copy reference text that can be used in conjunction with on-screen tutorials, webinars, and course-work. The accompanying online lessons are difficult to access.
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